
In families with a child who
has a disability, this can be

an extra challenge.

ARE YOU A PARENT?

Children encounter different issues at
school, home and among friends, and
parents do their best to support their

kids through thick and thin. 

Let's Face It:

This can lead to more difficulties in
school or other developmental areas,

according to a large-scale study of
parents in the United States.

These parents are so busy caring for their child with a disability,
they might not even know what's happening to their siblings. 

Siblings are reportedly

more likely to feel sad,
nervous or afraid when they

have a sibling with a
disability.* 

3 times

*Data from large-scale study of parents in the United States
published by the American Academy of Pediatrics.

http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/132/2/e476.full.pdf


Anna
Anna Benz is the oldest sibling in a family of 5 children. She
has two sisters, Maria and Claire, and 2 brothers, John and

Aaron. Aaron has PDDNOS — a developmental disorder
similar to autism except for many of the sensory aspects.

Anna adores and cherishes her relationship with Aaron just
as she does with either sibling, but because of Aaron’s

diagnosis there are additional layers to the onion.

“With all my siblings, the caregiver role is really important,”
she said. “Really, if Aaron needs something — one of us is

going to help him out. Even with some of my younger
siblings who aren’t as mature, they just sort of have this

mode that they go into when Aaron needs something. They
know exactly what to do when they execute it, they help him
walk to wherever he needs to go or get what he needs and

they just go back to what they were doing.”

Jennifer has two daughters, Anna and Sylvia. Anna, the
oldest, is diagnosed with Alexander Disease, a disorder of the

nervous system that causes her to experience difficulties
swallowing and eating, bronchial spasms and deteriorating
motor skills. Anna was diagnosed shortly before turning 2,

and around the same time that Sylvia was born.

“Our overall focus as a family was to try to maintain normalcy
as much as possible,” Jennifer said.

For Sylvia, her childhood included a lot of attention placed
on her sister: therapists coming and going, doctor’s

appointments and in-home nursing care. At one point, Anna
was granted a Make-A-Wish experience to meet Brett Favre

and the Packers. Local news covered the event.

“Then we had reporters coming to the house … that was kind
of my first clue as to how the attention was affecting Anna’s
sibling,” Jennifer said. “Even at that young age, Sylvia was

more boisterous and a little bit more naughty.”

Sylvia

Through behaviors, emotions and conversations
siblings of individuals diagnosed with a disability
or long-term illness show us that the situation is

having an impact on their life, too.

Even still, it's common for siblings to be the
forgotten piece of the puzzle, while so much

energy is placed on the care of the sibling with a
disability or long-term illness.

Recognizing a Need

This is the space
WisconSibs aims to fill.

WisconSibs is a nonprofit focused on fostering
a community of support for brothers and

sisters of individuals with special needs. We
provide individuals of all ages with

information, opportunities for emotional
support and leadership guidance to advocate
for their needs and the needs of their brothers

and sisters with disabilities.

“I think so many of the emotions and
struggle that come with having a sibling

with a disability are so complex. I feel like
I would have a lot more anger towards my
brother for not being normal, if it weren’t

for WisconSibs.”  - Anna



When an individual is diagnosed with a disability or long-term illness, it’s natural
and common that a lot of energy and attention is used to focus on their care.

While this might cause a sibling to feel cast aside, there are a number of
ways the impact materializes. Siblings often assume a long list of roles in

their lifelong commitment to the relationship. 

Teacher
TherapistAdvocate Companion

CoachInterpreter
Friend

Our goal at WisconSibs is to recognize these long-term
impacts on siblings of individuals with a disability or long-term
illness, and work through those to avoid negative outcomes in

the future lives of all individuals involved.

Leah has two children, Zoe and Noah. Noah has autism and is also extremely allergic to dogs. At age 7, Zoe
asked if she could have a puppy, saying she couldn’t wait to grow up and have her own place so she could have
a dog; but, she knew she couldn’t have a dog forever, because eventually she would care for Noah in her home.

As a child, Zoe assumed a caretaker role for her brother with a disability.

Sylvia showcased unhealthy amounts of jealousy at a young age because of the attention her sister received
for her care. Her mom, Jennifer, said Sylvia, now a teenager, still struggles emotionally.

“What I saw, it was amplified — normal sibling rivalry, but it was amplified (jealousy),” she said. Jennifer also
recognizes some feelings of anger in regards to the amount of attention Anna gets, and fear when Anna
has an episode because of difficulty with food or choking, for example.

Tracy is an adult whose sister, Debbie, has an intellectual disability. Debbie was diagnosed as an adult, but
her family always knew something was off: while she can live independently, she has an IQ of about 63 and is

very impulsive. Growing up was difficult, Tracy said, especially without a diagnosis.

Debbie was often an embarrassment to the family, and sometimes violently aggressive, at one time breaking
their younger sister’s arm and leg — not on purpose, but because she didn’t understand her own strengths.

“Now my life has changed dramatically,” she said. “I always feel like I’m putting out fires.”



WisconSibs founder Harriet Redman and her
husband, Rich, have two children, an adult
son with multiple disabilities and an older
daughter. During their childhood, Harriet
realized her daughter needed support
through the experience, and noticed a
serious lack of resources.

She found support groups and other options
for parents, but struggled to find anything to
help siblings. So, she created her own outlet.

“What helps make siblings stronger and build
that relationship stronger is ultimately good
for the person with a disability,” Harriet said.

The group, originally named the Fox Valley
Sibling Support Network, held its first
SibShop in 1994. The SibShop is an award-
winning program created by Don Meyer,
director of The Sibling Support Project. The
group quickly learned there was value in
offering these types of programs on a
regular basis.

In 1998, the organization officially achieved
nonprofit status. In 2003, Harriet joined
WisconSibs as the first paid employee in a
part-time executive director position.

That same year, the group launched its
day-camp summer sibling program. Two
years later, WisconSibs started offering
adult sibling programs.

WisconSibs is also a foundational piece of
the national sibling organization, Sibling
Leadership Network, helping to launch the
group in 2007. WisconSibs is the local
chapter of this group.

WisconSibs continues to grow in a variety
of ways, expanding its programs to
emphasize teen leadership in 2011 and
making itself accessible throughout the
state of Wisconsin via partnerships with
other organizations, presentations and
custom SibShops. This expansion also
serves adults in the Club Sandwich
Generation: individuals caring for aging
parents, siblings with disabilities and their
own young children through a uniquely
designed program called Journey Forward.

This growth inspired the name change from
Fox Valley Sibling Support Network to
WisconSibs in 2014, and the nonprofit
continues to find strategic ways to offer its
services statewide.

WisconSibs: The Beginning



Anna
“I don’t remember the last time we went out to dinner as a

family,” Anna comments. Her brother, Aaron, will not sit long
enough for a meal or acts in other ways that make this a

difficult experience to enjoy.
“I don’t wish that he was any different,” she said, “but

sometimes … you know, families go on these vacations,
around foreign countries, on a cruise — and their whole

family goes. We’d never be able to do that. I don’t feel like
I’m totally missing out, but I wish I could do something like

that.”

Tracy said she has a close relationship with her youngest
sister, but feels more like a scolding parent when she

interacts with Debbie, her sister with a disability.

“I’m not her guardian, but I’m the person she always calls
when she gets in trouble,” she said.

Sylvia

Siblings of individuals with a disability or long-
term illness experience a range of emotions

because of the barriers they face in living life
“normally.”  Siblings often feel frustrated and
angry at these challenges, or isolated in their

struggle.

Research shows that sisters, especially older
ones, are more highly impacted as they more
often assume the responsibility of caring for

their siblings. These studies show sisters more
often expressing concerns about their sibling’s

well-being and the situation overall. This
atmosphere for a young girl growing up can

lead to adjustment problems and psychosocial
ill-health.

About 1 in 5 individuals in the United States
is diagnosed with a disability. 

That 20 percent of the population means a
large portion of siblings’ lives — as children and

adults — are impacted.

When parents are able to recognize and
acknowledge the needs of all children, it
becomes apparent that siblings without a

disability have a unique experience, and will
benefit from connecting with other siblings and

resources or information.

Jennifer feels her family has been able to maintain an
active lifestyle despite Anna’s disability, but also recognizes
their outings look a bit out of the ordinary. It often involves

being up early to get Anna ready and pack any specific
items they may need for her care. A bathroom break can be
a bit of an adventure, and sometimes requires Sylvia’s help.

“In general, most days, there’s a bit of juggling, between
whose needs are being met,” she said.

Tracy

There is so much emphasis put on the care of the individual with a disability,  to ensure quality of life. Of course,
this is important. But, in the path to achieving this goal, there is often a ripple effect that can lead to siblings
feeling misunderstood, taken for granted and expected to be strong on their own — these siblings’ needs are

often forgotten.

WisconSibs offers the programs that remember this forgotten child.

The Bottom Line?

Sisters are uniquely
impacted.



SibDays of Summer: This day camp is geared towards children age 6 to 12 who have siblings with
special needs. The focus is providing an opportunity to share and celebrate the challenges and joys of
being a sibling. It’s a high energy event lead by trained WisconSib SibShop facilitators, as well as teen
and young adult small group leaders — many of whom also have siblings with special needs.

Sib Camp: This four-day, three-night camp is geared towards children age 9 to 16 who have siblings
with special needs. The camp is hosted at a Team Leadership Center in Door County, guided by
experienced Team Leadership Center staff who are certified in education, ropes course, kayak,
lifeguard, CPR and first aid. Attendees experience a number of outdoor activities while surrounded by
others understanding of what life is like with a sibling who has a disability.

SibShops: Workshops for children ages 6 to 12 who have siblings with special needs. The workshop
typically lasts three to four hours and are guided by trained facilitators (school psychologists, teachers,
counselors or adult siblings, for example) in small, age-appropriate groups.  All are trained in sibling
issues, and always keep an eye open for participants who may need additional support. WisconSibs
hosts SibShops monthly in the Fox Valley area, and partners with organizations statewide to bring
SibShops to other parts of the state throughout the year.

Our Programs

Youth

Teens
Teen Sibling Leadership Award – This award is granted to teen (13-17 years) siblings of individuals
with disabilities who see themselves in leadership roles throughout their lives and have an interest in
using their talents helping others through WisconSib, Inc and throughout their community.

Teen Sib Leadership Day (TSL): This one-day skill building experience is for teens awarded the Teen
Sibling Leadership Award.

Teen Mentoring and Leadership: Teens who have been trained as Teen Sib leaders are able to
exercise their skills as counselors and mentors at SibDays of Summer.

Teen Leadership Camp: For siblings age 14 and older, this weekend camping event provides serious
fun and team building experiences. Attendees enjoy a number of outdoor adventures designed to
focus on achieving personal goals, problem solving and developing leadership skills.



Journey Forward Workshops: Planning for the future is important for all adults as they grow older
and life changes, but for people with developmental disabilities it can present unique challenges. This
2-part workshop helps siblings understand how to overcome barriers the sibling with special needs will
face, sorting through legal, care and work issues. After completing both workshops, siblings walk away
with a written plan which describes the different aspects of a comfortable future plan for the sibling
with special needs, including desired future living arrangement, community role and lifestyle
preferences as well as practical directions and informative resources.

Peer Support: Adult siblings often find peace of mind in connecting with other adults who have a
sibling with a special need. WisconSibs offers regular opportunities to find this community of peer
support for adults in need. 

Our Programs

Adult

Family & Community
Social Events: WisconSibs hosts events that are just for fun throughout the year, encouraging siblings
to attend along with their siblings with special needs, as a way to help WisconSibs families get to know
each other. Some of these event have included potluck dinners, a Santa Celebration, casino nights
and more. Our website is the best place to find the list of activities for the coming year.

Siblings Choice Awards: Over the years, siblings have told us how much they depend on and
appreciate quality caregivers who really care about their brothers and sisters.  The Sibling’s Choice
Awards acknowledge and honor caregivers across the state who do an outstanding job of promoting
the independence and quality of life of a person with a disability.  Nominations are only accepted from
brothers or sisters of individuals with disabilities.

Celebrate Sisterhood: For more than 11 years, WisconSibs has hosted this event as one of its most
successful fundraisers, celebrating sisters by blood or friendship.  The annual luncheon event is hosted
in October and includes many donated raffle and auction items. As sisters often play a special role in
the life of their siblings, it’s important to recognize that with our unique event.



Consulting & Coaching: WisconSibs aims to have a high impact on siblings of siblings with special
needs living throughout the state. The best way to do this is empowering other groups to offer services
to siblings on a local level. We will consult with organizations or individuals on how to provide
workshops, resources or other services in your local area.

Volunteer Training: WisconSibs has a number of ways volunteers can get involved, and will work with
individuals to provide necessary training so they can best serve the organization. Individuals interested
in leading SibShops can connect with the office to learn more about upcoming SibShip facilitator
trainings.

Presentations: WisconSibs staff, board members and siblings are available to speak to organizations
statewide about the jobs and challenges of living with a sibling with special needs. Presentations are
uniquely customized to fit the needs of the requesting organization.

Our Programs

Education

Creating a support network among peers and parents, research proves, is vital in avoiding
psychosocial issues because of growing up with a sibling with a disability. Another positive
tool is offering siblings a break outside the home and away from the sibling with a disability

— to reduce stress and increase self-esteem.

WisconSibs programs focus on creating a platform for children to feel comfortable having
difficult conversations with parents, both about negative and positive feelings surrounding

their situation. Siblings often immediately connect with others at SibShops and camps,
forming lifelong bonds with friends in similar situations.

Why these programs?

To date, more than 10,000 siblings have attended programs at WisconSibs
since its beginning in 1997. With the longevity of our organization, many youth

transition to our adult programs and continue to interact with WisconSibs
throughout their lifetime. 



Zoe                                   Leah said Zoe was a camp participant for 5 years and is now a counselor, and she looks
forward to the week every year.

“That is her favorite week all summer – she lives for it, she keeps a countdown in her phone,” Leah said. “These
are friends that she will describe as her best friends. From day 1, they struck that friendship out of

understanding and support. Instantly kids like that just do that, and they become close and just have that
understanding amongst each other.”

                                “I never spoke up much in SibShops when I was younger,” Anna said. “After a while, I
realized I absorbed a lot and it was making an impact on how I was hanging with my brother, and things like
how to bring it up with friends — especially in elementary school when kids are just going to say it how it is.”

Sylvia
                              For Sylvia, her mom said the experiences through WisconSibs have made her more

comfortable sharing her feelings.

“The biggest factor is the support for Sylvia — specifically planned questions, and activities to get them talking,
and to get them to be able to open up and say, ‘Yea, sometimes my sibling with a disability really bugs me,’ -

and for it to be OK,” Jennifer said.

Anna

WisconSibs sees a growing number of participants in all youth, adult, family and community events each year.
Our educational programs are requested on a regular basis across the state. The demand for what we do is
spreading, and the cost is real: in order to provide all services to the state of Wisconsin, our 2014-15 budget

exceeded $100,000.

There are some fees associated with camps and workshops, but participant fees only contribute about 20
percent of our financial needs. Our fundraising events and generous donors support the rest of our

organization’s efforts.

Keep these programs going ...



$20 Keep the Lights On: WisconSibs is happy to call Appleton home, where a comfortable office space
allows siblings and families to meet to learn more about our programs or simply connect. This space
comes with basic operational expenses, and every bit counts towards keeping it going.

$40 Participation Pays Off: Whether considering our adult or youth programs, this is the total average
cost to support a single participant in each event — whether it’s a sibling, parent or another family
member. Giving in this amount helps WisconSibs keeps programs available for our active participants.

Donate online by visiting bit.ly/DonateToWisconSibs
OR send check via mail to:

WisconSibs
211 E. Franklin St. #C
Appleton, WI 54911How to Donate

How to Help

Sponsor a Sibling: Our programs for siblings make up more than 50 percent of our expenses.
Financial support is needed to promote, organize and host workshops and other supportive events for
youth and teens. This donation coverages the average cost of an individual sibling’s participation in a
single event.$80

$200 Engage in Education: We give individual attention to organizations and individuals statewide
looking to spread awareness about sibling support, or offer such programs locally. This donation
helps us continue to provide unique presentations and valuable counseling to others statewide.

$400
$1,000
$1,500

Give a Grant:  WisconSibs offers Campership grants for families who might not be able
to afford the participant fee. We certainly do not want this to be a barrier to any sibling of
a sibling with special needs. This donation provides Campership grants for our overnight
summer programs.

Ensure Our Community Programs Flourish: A lot of time and effort goes into
organizing social events for our families, plus overhead costs for hosting the event and
providing food or entertainment. This generous donation makes planning that event so
much easier, and providing a quality experience for siblings and families a given.

Safeguard our SibShops: Considering an average of nearly 20 siblings participate
monthly in our SibShops, a single SibShop costs about $1,500 to host. This generous
donation sponsors a workshop for a single month of the year — which is amazing!
Make an impact, donate today.


